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Voice instructions imperial

Give your voice an authentic Stormtrooper sound with this easy-to-use random static blasting system. It's really plug and play. Complete with Voice activation or tap to call. TK6294's Static Burst Voting Card –iComm Take orders and ready to ship! Note! The iComm requires a VoiceBooster Voice Amplifier to work. Here's
a link to the most commonly purchased amplifier for Stormtroopers. The recommended amplifiers: VoiceBooster MR1506 10watt Not for use with iComm: VoiceBooster models MR2200, MR2300, MR2300, AK38 and other brands of amplifiers. Special note regarding the VoiceBooser MR1505 model (3/13/2016): The
issues that had the bwtween iComm and MR1505 have been resolved with a hard turn to iComm. Stormtroopers, we have the static burst sound that you've been looking for. We know you want something that just works and doesn't have a lot of complicated settings. We tried all the other static burst cards on the
market. Most of them are not very good but a couple of them are good systems. Although these systems offer great features, these systems may have disadvantages for some users, depending on their intended use. Examples include high price, availability, complex settings, unprotected circuits, and external battery
packs. The iComm was made to be a simple plug and play static burst box. It has 8 random static burst and adds a small if background static and voice modulation to simulate a transmission. It is turned off by voicebooster voice amplifier so there is no external battery pack. The iComm comes in a standalone protective
box small enough to easily fit inside the armor. It works in both voice-activated mode (VOX) or in push to talk (PTT) mode. The iComm also allows you to select and play only a static burst sound. Note: If you order an amplifier that is not the VoiceBooster brand, there is a good chance that iComm will not work with it.

FEATURES o 8 different static burst sounds o Random static blast mode o Individual audio mode o Press to Call activation o Voice (VOX) activation o Plug and Play design o Powered by VoiceBooster voice amp o Dimensions: 3.12in x 2.25in x 0.75in o Weight: 2.3oz PACKAGE CONTENT O Imperial Communication
system o Protective J-Box o PTT Cable 550 longinches(Type 1, a male 3.5 mm prong) o Operating Manual o 6 ft 3.5mm patch cable o Not included: VoiceBooster Voice amplifier, Microphone. These can be purchased separately on this site. The typical voice amplifier is the VoiceBooster MR1506 10watt model. Note, all
VoiceBooster amplifiers will work with IComm except the MR100 model. In addition, some Aker models models will no longer work with iComm including MR1505. Our VoiceBooster MR1505 has been specially modified to work with iComm. So be sure to order from us. iComm Drift Manual Videos: Introduction Static
Sound Choosing a static burst iComm WIRING DIAGRAMS Standard set-up in VOX or PTT Mode Memorex Wireless Headset Mic Set-up for VOX or PTT What is the difference between Type 1 PTT and Type 2 PTT cables? Type 1 PTT has a male 3.5mm prong with a micro-push button on one end. Type 2 PTT has two
male 3.5mm pins with a third cable in the middle branching off to a micro-push button. Type 2 PTT does not work in the iComm PTT port but works in between the microphone and iComm or between iComm and VoiceBooster amplifiers. SPECIAL THANKS: To my business partners Jeaky and Dirk, Thank you! You
made it happen! To my Testing team, Daniel Carlton, Terry Chui, Noel Green, and James Atkinson, you guys are the best and you did iComm what it is today. Thanks! Page 2 Give your voice an authentic Stormtrooper sound with this easy-to-use random static blasting system. It's really plug and play. Complete with
Voice activation or tap to call. TK6294's Static Burst Voting Card –iComm Take orders and ready to ship! Note! The iComm requires a VoiceBooster Voice Amplifier to work. Here's a link to the most commonly purchased amplifier for Stormtroopers. The recommended amplifiers: VoiceBooster MR1506 10watt Not for use
with iComm: VoiceBooster models MR2200, MR2300, MR2300, AK38 and other brands of amplifiers. Special note regarding the VoiceBooser MR1505 model (3/13/2016): The issues that had the bwtween iComm and MR1505 have been resolved with a hard turn to iComm. Stormtroopers, we have the static burst sound
that you've been looking for. We know you want something that just works and doesn't have a lot of complicated settings. We tried all the other static burst cards on the market. Most of them are not very good but a couple of them are good systems. Although these systems offer great features, these systems may have
disadvantages for some users, depending on their intended use. Examples include high price, availability, complex settings, unprotected circuits, and external battery packs. The iComm was made to be a simple plug and play static burst box. It has 8 random static burst and adds a small if background static and voice
modulation to simulate a transmission. It is turned off by voicebooster voice amplifier so there is no external battery pack. The iComm comes in a standalone protective box small enough to easily fit inside the armor. It works in both voice-activated mode (VOX) or in push to talk (PTT) mode. The iComm also allows you to
select and play only a static burst sound. Note: If you order an amplifier that is not the VoiceBooster brand, there is a good chance that iComm will not work with it. FEATURES o 8 different static burst sounds o Random static burst mode o Individual sound mode o Press call activation o Voice (VOX) activation o Plug
Play design o Powered by VoiceBooster voice amp o Dimensions: 3.12in x 2.25in x 0.75in o Weight: 2.3oz PACKAGE CONTENTS O Imperial Communication System o Protective J-Box o PTT Cable 55inches long(Type 1, one male 3.5mm prong) o Operating Manual o 6 ft 3.5mm patch cable o Not included:
VoiceBooster Voice amplifier, Microphone. These can be purchased separately on this site. The typical voice amplifier is the VoiceBooster MR1506 10watt model. Note, all VoiceBooster amplifiers will work with IComm except the MR100 model. In addition, some Aker models models will no longer work with iComm
including MR1505. Our VoiceBooster MR1505 has been specially modified to work with iComm. So be sure to order from us. iComm Operation Manual Videos: Introduction Static burst sounds Choosing a static burst iComm WIRING DIAGRAM Standard set-up in VOX or PTT Mode Memorex Wireless Headset Mic Setup for VOX or PTT What is the difference between Type 1 PTT and Type 2 PTT cables? Type 1 PTT has a male 3.5mm prong with a micro-push button on one end. Type 2 PTT has two male 3.5mm pins with a third cable in the middle branching off to a micro-push button. Type 2 PTT does not work in the iComm PTT
port but works in between the microphone and iComm or between iComm and VoiceBooster amplifiers. SPECIAL THANKS: To my business partners Jeaky and Dirk, Thank you! You made it happen! To my Testing team, Daniel Carlton, Terry Chui, Noel Green, and James Atkinson, you guys are the best and you did
iComm what it is today. Thanks! Page 3 Give your voice an authentic Stormtrooper sound with this easy-to-use random static blasting system. It's really plug and play. Complete with Voice activation or tap to call. TK6294's Static Burst Voting Card –iComm Take orders and ready to ship! Note! The iComm requires a
VoiceBooster Voice Amplifier to work. Here's a link to the most commonly purchased amplifier for Stormtroopers. The recommended amplifiers: VoiceBooster MR1506 10watt Not for use with iComm: VoiceBooster models MR2200, MR2300, MR2300, AK38 and other brands of amplifiers. Special note regarding the
VoiceBooser MR1505 model (3/13/2016): The issues that had the bwtween iComm and MR1505 have been resolved with a hard turn to iComm. Stormtroopers, we have the static burst sound that you've been looking for. We know you want something that just works and doesn't have a lot of complicated settings. We
tried all the other static burst cards on the market. Most of them are not very good but a couple of them are good systems. Although these systems offer great features, these systems may have disadvantages for some users, depending on their intended use. Examples include high price, availability, complex settings,
unprotected circuits, and external battery packs. iComm was made to be a simple plug and play static burst box. It has 8 random static burst and adds a small if background static and voice modulation to simulate a transmission. It is turned off by voicebooster voice amplifier so there is no external battery pack. The
iComm comes in a standalone protective box small enough to easily fit inside the armor. It works in both voice-activated mode (VOX) or in push to talk (PTT) mode. The iComm also allows you to select and play only a static burst sound. Note: If you order an amplifier that is not the VoiceBooster brand, there is a good
chance that iComm will not work with it. FEATURES o 8 different static burst sounds o Random static burst mode o Individual audio mode o Press call activation o Voice (VOX) activation o Plug and Play design o Powered by VoiceBooster voice amp o Dimensions: 3.12in x 2.25in x 0.75in o Weight: 2.3oz PACKAGE
CONTENT O Imperial Communication System o Protective J-Box o PTT Cable 55inches long(Type 1 , one male 3.5mm prong) o Operating Manual o 6 ft 3.5mm patch cable o Not included : VoiceBooster Voice Amplifier, Microphone. These can be purchased separately on this site. The typical voice amplifier is the
VoiceBooster MR1506 10watt model. Note, all VoiceBooster amplifiers will work with IComm except the MR100 model. In addition, some Aker models models will no longer work with iComm including MR1505. Our VoiceBooster MR1505 has been specially modified to work with iComm. So be sure to order from us.
iComm Operation Manual Videos: Introduction Static burst sounds Choosing a static burst iComm WIRING DIAGRAM Standard set-up in VOX or PTT Mode Memorex Wireless Headset Mic Set-up for VOX or PTT What is the difference between Type 1 PTT and Type 2 PTT cables? Type 1 PTT has a male 3.5mm prong
with a micro-push button on one end. Type 2 PTT has two male 3.5mm pins with a third cable in the middle branching off to a micro-push button. Type 2 PTT does not work in the iComm PTT port but works in between the microphone and iComm or between iComm and VoiceBooster amplifiers. SPECIAL THANKS: To
my business partners Jeaky and Dirk, Thank you! You made it happen! To my Testing team, Daniel Carlton, Terry Chui, Noel Green, and James Atkinson, you guys are the best and you did iComm what it is today. Thanks! Page 4 Give your voice an authentic Stormtrooper sound with this easy-to-use random static
blasting system. It's really plug and play. Complete with Voice activation or tap to call. TK6294's Static Burst Voting Card –iComm Take orders and ready to ship! Note! The iComm requires a VoiceBooster Voice Amplifier to work. Here's a link to the most commonly purchased amplifier for Stormtroopers. The
recommended amplifier: VoiceBooster MR1506 10watt Not for use with iComm: VoiceBooster models MR2300, MR2300, AK38 and other brands of amplifiers. Special note regarding the VoiceBooser MR1505 model (3/13/2016): The issues that had the bwtween iComm and MR1505 have been resolved with a hard turn
to iComm. Stormtroopers, we have the static burst sound that you've been looking for. We know you want something that just works and doesn't have a lot of complicated settings. We tried all the other static burst cards on the market. Most of them are not very good but a couple of them are good systems. Although
these systems offer great features, these systems may have disadvantages for some users, depending on their intended use. Examples include high price, availability, complex settings, unprotected circuits, and external battery packs. The iComm was made to be a simple plug and play static burst box. It has 8 random
static burst and adds a small if background static and voice modulation to simulate a transmission. It is turned off by voicebooster voice amplifier so there is no external battery pack. The iComm comes in a standalone protective box small enough to easily fit inside the armor. It works in both voice-activated mode (VOX)
or in push to talk (PTT) mode. The iComm also allows you to select and play only a static burst sound. Note: If you order an amplifier that is not the VoiceBooster brand, there is a good chance that iComm will not work with it. FEATURES o 8 different static burst sounds o Random static blast mode o Individual audio
mode o Press to Call activation o Voice (VOX) activation o Plug and Play design o Powered by VoiceBooster voice amp o Dimensions: 3.12in x 2.25in x 0.75in o Weight: 2.3oz PACKAGE CONTENT O Imperial Communication system o Protective J-Box o PTT Cable 550 longinches(Type 1, a male 3.5 mm prong) o
Operating Manual o 6 ft 3.5mm patch cable o Not included: VoiceBooster Voice amplifier, Microphone. These can be purchased separately on this site. The typical voice amplifier is the VoiceBooster MR1506 10watt model. Note, all VoiceBooster amplifiers will work with IComm except the MR100 model. In addition,
some Aker models models will no longer work with iComm including MR1505. Our VoiceBooster MR1505 has been specially modified to work with iComm. So be sure to order from us. iComm Operation Manual Videos: Introduction Static burst sounds Choosing a static burst iComm WIRING DIAGRAM Standard set-up
in VOX or PTT Mode Memorex Wireless Headset Mic Set-up for VOX or PTT What is the difference between Type 1 PTT and Type 2 PTT cables? Type 1 PTT has a male 3.5mm prong with a micro-push button on one end. Type 2 PTT has two male 3.5mm pins with a third cable in the middle branching off to a micropush button. Type 2 PTT does not work in the iComm PTT port but works in between the mic and the iComm or iComm and the VoiceBooster amp. SPECIAL THANKS: To my business partners Jeaky and Dirk, Thank you! You made it happen! To my Testing team, Daniel Carlton, Terry Chui, Noel Green, and James
Atkinson, you guys are the best and you did iComm what it is today. Thanks! Page 5 Give your voice an authentic Stormtrooper sound with this easy-to-use random static blasting system. It's really plug and play. Complete with Voice activation or tap to call. TK6294's Static Burst Voting Card –iComm Take orders and
ready to ship! Note! The iComm requires a VoiceBooster Voice Amplifier to work. Here's a link to the most commonly purchased amplifier for Stormtroopers. The recommended amplifiers: VoiceBooster MR1506 10watt Not for use with iComm: VoiceBooster models MR2200, MR2300, MR2300, AK38 and other brands of
amplifiers. Special note regarding the VoiceBooser MR1505 model (3/13/2016): The issues that had the bwtween iComm and MR1505 have been resolved with a hard turn to iComm. Stormtroopers, we have the static burst sound that you've been looking for. We know you want something that just works and doesn't
have a lot of complicated settings. We tried all the other static burst cards on the market. Most of them are not very good but a couple of them are good systems. Although these systems offer great features, these systems may have disadvantages for some users, depending on their intended use. Examples include high
price, availability, complex settings, unprotected circuits, and external battery packs. The iComm was made to be a simple plug and play static burst box. It has 8 random static burst and adds a small if background static and voice modulation to simulate a transmission. It is turned off by voicebooster voice amplifier so
there is no external battery pack. The iComm comes in a standalone protective box small enough to easily fit inside the armor. It works in both voice-activated mode (VOX) or in push to talk (PTT) mode. The iComm also allows you to select and play only a static burst sound. Note: If you order an amplifier that is not the
VoiceBooster brand, there is a good chance that iComm will not work with it. FEATURES o 8 different static burst sounds o Random static blast mode o Individual audio mode o Press to Call activation o Voice (VOX) activation o Plug and Play design o Powered by VoiceBooster voice amp o Dimensions: 3.12in x 2.25in
x 0.75in o Weight: 2.3oz PACKAGE CONTENT O Imperial Communication system o Protective J-Box o PTT Cable 550 longinches(Type 1, a male 3.5 mm prong) o Operating Manual o 6 ft 3.5mm patch cable o Not included: VoiceBooster Voice amplifier, Microphone. These can be purchased separately on this site. The
typical voice amplifier is the VoiceBooster MR1506 10watt model. Note, all VoiceBooster amplifiers will work with except the MR100 model. In addition, some Aker models models will no longer work with iComm including MR1505. Our VoiceBooster MR1505 has been specially modified to work with iComm. So be sure to
order from us. iComm Operation Manual Videos: Introduction Static burst sounds Choosing a static burst iComm WIRING DIAGRAM Standard set-up in VOX or PTT Mode Memorex Wireless Headset Mic Set-up for VOX or PTT What is the difference between Type 1 PTT and Type 2 PTT cables? Type 1 PTT has a
male 3.5mm prong with a micro-push button on one end. Type 2 PTT has two male 3.5mm pins with a third cable in the middle branching off to a micro-push button. Type 2 PTT does not work in the iComm PTT port but works in between the microphone and iComm or between iComm and VoiceBooster amplifiers.
SPECIAL THANKS: To my business partners Jeaky and Dirk, Thank you! You made it happen! To my Testing team, Daniel Carlton, Terry Chui, Noel Green, and James Atkinson, you guys are the best and you did iComm what it is today. Thanks! Page 6 Give your voice an authentic Stormtrooper sound with this easy-touse random static blasting system. It's really plug and play. Complete with Voice activation or tap to call. TK6294's Static Burst Voting Card –iComm Take orders and ready to ship! Note! The iComm requires a VoiceBooster Voice Amplifier to work. Here's a link to the most commonly purchased amplifier for
Stormtroopers. The recommended amplifiers: VoiceBooster MR1506 10watt Not for use with iComm: VoiceBooster models MR2200, MR2300, MR2300, AK38 and other brands of amplifiers. Special note regarding the VoiceBooser MR1505 model (3/13/2016): The issues that had the bwtween iComm and MR1505 have
been resolved with a hard turn to iComm. Stormtroopers, we have the static burst sound that you've been looking for. We know you want something that just works and doesn't have a lot of complicated settings. We tried all the other static burst cards on the market. Most of them are not very good but a couple of them
are good systems. Although these systems offer great features, these systems may have disadvantages for some users, depending on their intended use. Examples include high price, availability, complex settings, unprotected circuits, and external battery packs. The iComm was made to be a simple plug and play static
burst box. It has 8 random static burst and adds a small if background static and voice modulation to simulate a transmission. It is turned off by voicebooster voice amplifier so there is no external battery pack. The iComm comes in a standalone protective box small enough to easily fit inside the armor. It works in both
voice-activated mode (VOX) or in push to talk (PTT) mode. The iComm also allows you to select and play only a static burst Note: If you order an amplifier that is not the VoiceBooster brand, there is a good chance that iComm will not work with it. FEATURES o 8 different static burst sounds o Random static blast mode
o Individual audio mode o Press to Call activation o Voice (VOX) activation o Plug and Play design o Powered by VoiceBooster voice amp o Dimensions: 3.12in x 2.25in x 0.75in o Weight: 2.3oz PACKAGE CONTENT O Imperial Communication system o Protective J-Box o PTT Cable 550 longinches(Type 1, a male 3.5
mm prong) o Operating Manual o 6 ft 3.5mm patch cable o Not included: VoiceBooster Voice amplifier, Microphone. These can be purchased separately on this site. The typical voice amplifier is the VoiceBooster MR1506 10watt model. Note, all VoiceBooster amplifiers will work with IComm except the MR100 model. In
addition, some Aker models models will no longer work with iComm including MR1505. Our VoiceBooster MR1505 has been specially modified to work with iComm. So be sure to order from us. iComm Operation Manual Videos: Introduction Static burst sounds Choosing a static burst iComm WIRING DIAGRAM
Standard set-up in VOX or PTT Mode Memorex Wireless Headset Mic Set-up for VOX or PTT What is the difference between Type 1 PTT and Type 2 PTT cables? Type 1 PTT has a male 3.5mm prong with a micro-push button on one end. Type 2 PTT has two male 3.5mm pins with a third cable in the middle branching
off to a micro-push button. Type 2 PTT does not work in the iComm PTT port but works in between the microphone and iComm or between iComm and VoiceBooster amplifiers. SPECIAL THANKS: To my business partners Jeaky and Dirk, Thank you! You made it happen! To my Testing team, Daniel Carlton, Terry
Chui, Noel Green, and James Atkinson, you guys are the best and you did iComm what it is today. Thanks! Page 7 Give your voice an authentic Stormtrooper sound with this easy-to-use random static blasting system. It's really plug and play. Complete with Voice activation or tap to call. TK6294's Static Burst Voting
Card –iComm Take orders and ready to ship! Note! The iComm requires a VoiceBooster Voice Amplifier to work. Here's a link to the most commonly purchased amplifier for Stormtroopers. The recommended amplifiers: VoiceBooster MR1506 10watt Not for use with iComm: VoiceBooster models MR2200, MR2300,
MR2300, AK38 and other brands of amplifiers. Special note regarding the VoiceBooser MR1505 model (3/13/2016): The issues that had the bwtween iComm and MR1505 have been resolved with a hard turn to iComm. Stormtroopers, we have the static burst sound that you've been looking for. We know you want
something that just works and doesn't have a lot of complicated settings. We tried all the other static burst cards on the market. Most of them are not very good but a of them are good systems. Although these systems offer great features, these systems may have disadvantages for some users, depending on their
intended use. Examples include high price, availability, complex settings, unprotected circuits, and external battery packs. The iComm was made to be a simple plug and play static burst box. It has 8 random static burst and adds a small if background static and voice modulation to simulate a transmission. It is turned off
by voicebooster voice amplifier so there is no external battery pack. The iComm comes in a standalone protective box small enough to easily fit inside the armor. It works in both voice-activated mode (VOX) or in push to talk (PTT) mode. The iComm also allows you to select and play only a static burst sound. Note: If you
order an amplifier that is not the VoiceBooster brand, there is a good chance that iComm will not work with it. FEATURES o 8 different static burst sounds o Random static burst mode o Individual audio mode o Press call activation o Voice (VOX) activation o Plug and Play design o Powered by VoiceBooster voice amp o
Dimensions: 3.12in x 2.25in x 0.75in o Weight: 2.3oz PACKAGE CONTENT O Imperial Communication System o Protective J-Box o PTT Cable 55inches long(Type 1 , one male 3.5mm prong) o Operating Manual o 6 ft 3.5mm patch cable o Not included : VoiceBooster Voice Amplifier, Microphone. These can be
purchased separately on this site. The typical voice amplifier is the VoiceBooster MR1506 10watt model. Note, all VoiceBooster amplifiers will work with IComm except the MR100 model. In addition, some Aker models models will no longer work with iComm including MR1505. Our VoiceBooster MR1505 has been
specially modified to work with iComm. So be sure to order from us. iComm Operation Manual Videos: Introduction Static burst sounds Choosing a static burst iComm WIRING DIAGRAM Standard set-up in VOX or PTT Mode Memorex Wireless Headset Mic Set-up for VOX or PTT What is the difference between Type 1
PTT and Type 2 PTT cables? Type 1 PTT has a male 3.5mm prong with a micro-push button on one end. Type 2 PTT has two male 3.5mm pins with a third cable in the middle branching off to a micro-push button. Type 2 PTT does not work in the iComm PTT port but works in between the microphone and iComm or
between iComm and VoiceBooster amplifiers. SPECIAL THANKS: To my business partners Jeaky and Dirk, Thank you! You made it happen! To my Testing team, Daniel Carlton, Terry Chui, Noel Green, and James Atkinson, you guys are the best and you did iComm what it is today. Thanks! Page 8 Give your voice an
authentic Stormtrooper sound with this easy-to-use random static blasting system. It's really plug and play. Complete with Voice activation or tap to call. TK6294's Static Burst Voting Card –iComm Take Order ready to ship! Note! The iComm requires a VoiceBooster Voice Amplifier to work. Here's a link to the most
commonly purchased amplifier for Stormtroopers. The recommended amplifiers: VoiceBooster MR1506 10watt Not for use with iComm: VoiceBooster models MR2200, MR2300, MR2300, AK38 and other brands of amplifiers. Special note regarding the VoiceBooser MR1505 model (3/13/2016): The issues that had the
bwtween iComm and MR1505 have been resolved with a hard turn to iComm. Stormtroopers, we have the static burst sound that you've been looking for. We know you want something that just works and doesn't have a lot of complicated settings. We tried all the other static burst cards on the market. Most of them are
not very good but a couple of them are good systems. Although these systems offer great features, these systems may have disadvantages for some users, depending on their intended use. Examples include high price, availability, complex settings, unprotected circuits, and external battery packs. The iComm was made
to be a simple plug and play static burst box. It has 8 random static burst and adds a small if background static and voice modulation to simulate a transmission. It is turned off by voicebooster voice amplifier so there is no external battery pack. The iComm comes in a standalone protective box small enough to easily fit
inside the armor. It works in both voice-activated mode (VOX) or in push to talk (PTT) mode. The iComm also allows you to select and play only a static burst sound. Note: If you order an amplifier that is not the VoiceBooster brand, there is a good chance that iComm will not work with it. FEATURES o 8 different static
burst sounds o Random static blast mode o Individual audio mode o Press to Call activation o Voice (VOX) activation o Plug and Play design o Powered by VoiceBooster voice amp o Dimensions: 3.12in x 2.25in x 0.75in o Weight: 2.3oz PACKAGE CONTENT O Imperial Communication system o Protective J-Box o PTT
Cable 550 longinches(Type 1, a male 3.5 mm prong) o Operating Manual o 6 ft 3.5mm patch cable o Not included: VoiceBooster Voice amplifier, Microphone. These can be purchased separately on this site. The typical voice amplifier is the VoiceBooster MR1506 10watt model. Note, all VoiceBooster amplifiers will work
with IComm except the MR100 model. In addition, some Aker models models will no longer work with iComm including MR1505. Our VoiceBooster MR1505 has been specially modified to work with iComm. So be sure to order from us. iComm Operation Manual Videos: Introduction Static burst sounds Choosing a static
burst iComm WIRING DIAGRAM Standard set-up in VOX or PTT Mode Memorex Wireless Headset Mic Set-up for VOX or PTT What is the difference between Type 1 PTT and Type 2 PTT cables? Type 1 PTT has male 3.5 mm prong with a micro-push button on one end. Type 2 PTT has two male 3.5mm pins with a
third cable in the middle branching off to a micro-push button. Type 2 PTT does not work in the iComm PTT port but works in between the microphone and iComm or between iComm and VoiceBooster amplifiers. SPECIAL THANKS: To my business partners Jeaky and Dirk, Thank you! You made it happen! To my
Testing team, Daniel Carlton, Terry Chui, Noel Green, and James Atkinson, you guys are the best and you did iComm what it is today. Thanks! Page 9 Give your voice an authentic Stormtrooper sound with this easy-to-use random static blasting system. It's really plug and play. Complete with Voice activation or tap to
call. TK6294's Static Burst Voting Card –iComm Take orders and ready to ship! Note! The iComm requires a VoiceBooster Voice Amplifier to work. Here's a link to the most commonly purchased amplifier for Stormtroopers. The recommended amplifiers: VoiceBooster MR1506 10watt Not for use with iComm:
VoiceBooster models MR2200, MR2300, MR2300, AK38 and other brands of amplifiers. Special note regarding the VoiceBooser MR1505 model (3/13/2016): The issues that had the bwtween iComm and MR1505 have been resolved with a hard turn to iComm. Stormtroopers, we have the static burst sound that you've
been looking for. We know you want something that just works and doesn't have a lot of complicated settings. We tried all the other static burst cards on the market. Most of them are not very good but a couple of them are good systems. Although these systems offer great features, these systems may have
disadvantages for some users, depending on their intended use. Examples include high price, availability, complex settings, unprotected circuits, and external battery packs. The iComm was made to be a simple plug and play static burst box. It has 8 random static burst and adds a small if background static and voice
modulation to simulate a transmission. It is turned off by voicebooster voice amplifier so there is no external battery pack. The iComm comes in a standalone protective box small enough to easily fit inside the armor. It works in both voice-activated mode (VOX) or in push to talk (PTT) mode. The iComm also allows you to
select and play only a static burst sound. Note: If you order an amplifier that is not the VoiceBooster brand, there is a good chance that iComm will not work with it. FEATURES o 8 different static burst sounds o Random static blast mode o Individual audio mode o Press to Call activation o Voice (VOX) activation o Plug
and Play design o Powered by VoiceBooster voice amp o Dimensions: 3.12in x 2.25in x 0.75in o Weight: 2.3oz PACKAGE CONTENT O Imperial Communication system o Protective J-Box o PTT Cable 550 longinches(Type 1, one male 3.5 mm-pin) OperationManual o 6 ft 3.5mm patch cable o Not included:
VoiceBooster Voice amplifier, Microphone. These can be purchased separately on this site. The typical voice amplifier is the VoiceBooster MR1506 10watt model. Note, all VoiceBooster amplifiers will work with IComm except the MR100 model. In addition, some Aker models models will no longer work with iComm
including MR1505. Our VoiceBooster MR1505 has been specially modified to work with iComm. So be sure to order from us. iComm Operation Manual Videos: Introduction Static burst sounds Choosing a static burst iComm WIRING DIAGRAM Standard set-up in VOX or PTT Mode Memorex Wireless Headset Mic Setup for VOX or PTT What is the difference between Type 1 PTT and Type 2 PTT cables? Type 1 PTT has a male 3.5mm prong with a micro-push button on one end. Type 2 PTT has two male 3.5mm pins with a third cable in the middle branching off to a micro-push button. Type 2 PTT does not work in the iComm PTT
port but works in between the microphone and iComm or between iComm and VoiceBooster amplifiers. SPECIAL THANKS: To my business partners Jeaky and Dirk, Thank you! You made it happen! To my Testing team, Daniel Carlton, Terry Chui, Noel Green, and James Atkinson, you guys are the best and you did
iComm what it is today. Thanks! You!
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